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We derive a branching law which says how irreducible finite-dimensional 
Spin(7, @)-modules decompose over G,, using the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem. We 
then use this to calculate the K-types on each level of a certain filtered algebra 
which is also a c’ (Lie G,)-bimodule explicitly. T 1990 Academrc Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a complex reductive algebraic group and H a reductive 
algebraic subgroup. Then it is well known that all finite-dimensional 
irreducible G-modules decompose as direct sums of irreducible H-modules. 
A standard problem in representation theory, much studied by physicists, 
is to derive an explicit formula for this decomposition; such a formula is 
called a branching law for G + H. (We use a similar notation for Lie 
algebra representations.) Many such laws are known for classical G and H 
(see, e.g., [3, 8, 16]), but fewer are known when one or both of G and H 
are exceptional. We specialize here to the case where G = Spin(7, C) and H 
is of type G2. Although branching laws for these groups are known [S, 151, 
they are not usually written down in a form suitable for our purposes. So 
we derive a branching law in the next section and apply it to the following 
situation. 
A Dixmier algebra, as defined in [ 10, 111, is a finite algebra extension 
of a primitive quotient of U(g), the enveloping algebra of a complex semi- 
simple Lie algebra g. The orbit method, as (re)formulated by David Vogan 
[13], seeks to attach ramified covers of Ad g-orbits in g* to completely 
prime Dixmier algebras. Dixmier algebras attached to covers of nilpotent 
orbits are called unipotent, and are of particular importance. Although 
there is not yet any precise definition of unipotent Dixmier algebra, there 
is a (universally acknowledged) important and interesting example of one: 
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it is A = U(so(8))/J, where eo(8) denotes the Lie algebra of 8 x 8 complex 
skew-symmetric matrices and J denotes the Joseph ideal. The symmetric 
group S, acts on so@) by diagram automorphisms, and thus on U(so(8)) 
as well. It preserves .I since J is the unique completely prime primitive ideal 
of U(so(8)) such that U(50(8))/J has dimension 10, so it acts on A. We will 
see below that the set of S,-invariants AS3 coincides with the image of 
U(gz)= li(e0(8)~~) in A, so that A is indeed a Dixmier algebra over U(g2) 
(and gZ is of type G2, as the notation suggests). It turns out that A is the 
direct sum of four irreducible pieces as a U(g,)-bimodule; these pieces are 
parametrized by a basis of the direct sum of the irreducible S,-modules. A 
is also filtered via the natural filtration on U(50(8)). We will calculate the 
Ad gz-types of each piece in each level of this filtration, together with their 
multiplicities. 
2. AK EMBEDDING OF G, IN SPIN(~,~) AND 
AN EQUALITY OF HOMOGENEOUS SPACES 
It is well known that the 7-dimensional irreducible H-module admits an 
invariant symmetric form, so that H embeds in so(7, C) (and thus also in 
G, since H is simply connected). Let L. be any isotropic line in C’, the 
natural module for eo(7, C). Set P = stabilizer of L in G, Q = P n H. Then 
it is well known that P and Q are parabolic subgroups of G and H, respec- 
tively, and an easy dimension count shows that we have an equality of 
compact homogeneous spaces GfP 2 H/Q (the H-action on G/P is 
transitive). We will need an explicit embedding of H in G below. We may 
do this on the level of Lie algebras, since G and H are connected. Recall 
that the root system of G may be realized as {e, + ej, +e,: 1~ i < j < 3}, 
where {e,, e2, e3} is the standard basis of C3. As a set @ + of positive roots 
we may take {ei + ej, ei: 1 6 i < j < 3 }; the corresponding set d of simple 
roots is {el - e2, e2 - e,, e3}. Let {x,, h,: r E @, p E d} be a Chevalley basis 
of g = Lie G such that x, belongs to the r-root space and h, = [x0, xpa]. 
As described in [9], we may then take h = Lie H to be the span of x,, +e2, 
x e,+ej, xe,+xe*+e1r xez-xe,-e9, xe,+x,,-.*’ he,-.,, fb-.,+h,,, x-.,-e:, 
x-e,-ej, x~.,+x-~~-~,, ZC-,~-X~,-~, and x-.,+x,,+ . We may choose 
the isotropic line L above so that the Levi factor I of Lii’P is the centralizer 
of h,, in g, spanned by the Cartan subalgebra together with the f e, + e,, 
+e2, and ke,-root spaces. Then the Levi factor m of Q is easily seen to 
be spanned by h,, + h,, + e!, h,, _ c,, x,* ~ e), and x,, ~ e2. It is isomorphic to 
gI(2), the algebra of all complex 2 x 2 matrices. 
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3. THE BRANCHING LAW 
The basic idea is to use the equality G/P 2 H/Q noted above to reduce 
the branching law for G + H to the easier one for I + tn. More precisely, 
let G, be any complex reductive algebraic group, P, a parabolic subgroup. 
Let T, c P, be a maximal torus of G, and choose a set of positive roots of 
Lie T, in Lie G, in such a way that all negative roots occur in Lie P,. 
Write P, = L, U, , a Levi decomposition, with L, I T, . If E. is any 
L,-dominant integral weight, denote by 9;. the holomorphic homogeneous 
vector bundle over G,/P, associated to the irreducible (finite-dimensional) 
P,-module of highest weight E.. (Then (/‘, will act trivially on this 
P,-module.) If 7 is any G,-dominant integral weight, denote by E(y) the 
irreducible G,-module of highest weight 7. Finally, let W be the Weyl group 
of G, and p the half-sum of the positive roots. Then the Bott-Borel-Weil 
theorem as formulated in [14, 3.1.2.21 implies that 
f (- l)y H4(GJP,, Y;.) 
q=o 
E(w) E(w(i. + p) - p) if tv(i. + p) is G,-dominant and 
= nonsingular for some MT E W (3.1) 
0 otherwise 
in the Grothendieck group of G,, where E: W + _+ 1 denotes the sign 
representation. We apply this result to the case G, = G, P, = P. If 7 is an 
arbitrary G-dominant integral weight, then the right side of (3.1) is just 
E(;l). We may filter $:. so that the graded subquotients are homogeneous 
vector bundles 9: over H/Q. Using G/P z H/Q and the exactness of the 
Euler characteristic, we may calculate the left side of (3.1) as an H-module. 
To do this we must first work out the branching law I + m. This law does 
not seem to follow from classical results; we will instead use the following 
proposition. Let i., , I., denote the fundamental dominant weights for [f, I], 
where A, is the highest weight of the natural 5dimensional representation. 
Set V(n, m) = [I, II-representation of highest weight mi, + A,. 
h7OPOSITIOX 3.2. 
i 
V(m+l,n)@V(m-l,n+2)@V(/(m-1,n) 
vm, n)O V(L 0) 0 V(m, n-2)@ V(m, n) if n>O 
v(m+1,0)@V(m-1,2)@v(m-1,0) if n=O 
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v(m,n)Ov(O,1)~~(m.n+1)0V(m+1,n-1) 
OV(m-l,n+1)0V(m,n-l), 
where we decree that V( - 1, n) = V(n, - 1) = 0 for all n. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Exercise 9, p. 142, of [6]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Denote the l-module of highest weight mi., + nl, on which 
h,, acts by the (integer) scalar r bll V(m, n, r); similarly denote by W(m, n) 
the m-module of highest weight m on which h,, + h,,,,, acts by the integer 
scalar n. Then we have the following branching law for I -+ m: 
V(m, n, r), z i mf’ min(j+1,m+i+1-j,m+1,i+1) 
i-0 j-0 
x W(m+n-i,m+i-2j+r) 
m+n-k 
1 min(l+1,m+n-~+l-~,m+1-k,n+1) 
k=l I=0 
x W(m-k,m+n-k-21+r). 
Proof: This may be verified directly for the fundamental I-represen- 
tations. In general, we may inductively assume that it is true for all 
V(m’, n’, r’) with m’)., + n’& < mi., +nL, in the standard partial order 
on the l-weight lattice. Then V(m, n, r) is the unique constituent of 
V(m-l,n,r) @ V(l,O,O) or V(m,n-1,r) @ V(O,l,O) of I-maximal 
highest weight (if m, n are not both 0). By the inductive assumption, 
Proposition 3.2, and the Clebsch-Gordan formula, we may assume the 
decomposition over m of each of these tensor products is known, together 
with that of their irreducible I-constituents other than V(m, n, r). Then 
the formula may be verified for V(m, n, r). Alternatively, one may locate a 
Lie algebra 1’ with m c I’c I and dim I’ = 8, make use of a well-known 
branching law for I+ I’, and then carry out the above program with I’ 
replacing I. In either case, the details are left to the reader. 
Filtering 9:. as in the discussion before Proposition 3.2, we find that the 
various ^ y;. occurring have cohomology living in degrees 0 and 1. Thus it 
is not too difficult to derive the following branching law for G + H. Let %,, 
%2, &, pl, pz denote the fundamental dominant weights of G and H num- 
bered to correspond to the simple roots from left to right in the standard 
Dynkin diagrams. As above, let G(m, n, r) denote the G-module of highest 
weight mi., + n& + ri3 and H(m, n) the analogous H-module. Then we 
have 
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G(m, II, 1.) = i i min(j+l,n+i+l-j.n+l.i+l) 
i=o /=I 
xH(m-n-r+i+j?n+r--i) 
+i 
n+r-k 
C min(l+l,n+r-k+l-I,n+l-k,r+l) 
x-=1 I=1 
x-H(m -n + 2k + I, n -k) 
-i i min(j+l,n+i+l-j,n+l,i+l) 
j-0 ;=o 
x(H(n+r-nz-i-j-2,m+j+l) 
I, ~ ,>I ~ 2k ~ 2 
-kc, ,F, 
min(l+l,n+r-k+l-1,n+l-k,r+l) 
xH(n-m-2k-I-2,m+k+l+l) 
in the Grothendieck group of H, where s=max(O, n +r-m- i), I = 
max(O.n-m-2k), and u=min(n+r-m-i-2,n+i). 
We ‘may rewrite this as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. In the abooe notation, 
Gh 4 rJH 
n f r 2,~ + r - b 
Kz c min(a + 1,2n + r - b + l-a,n+ l,n+r-b+ 1) 
b=rr a=c 
x H(m + a - 6, b) 
n-l ,,+r 
+ 1 1 min(a+b-n+l,n+r+l-a,b+l,r+l) 
b=O u=d 
x H(m+a-b,b) 
--& ,-$A 
min(b-m,n+r+m+2-a-b,n+l,r+l-a) 
xH(n-l+a-b.b) 
- j, b:;$;‘; 1 
min(b-m-a,n+r-b+m+2,n+l-a,r+l) 
xH(n-1-a-b,b) 
the Grothendieck group of H, where c = max(O, b-m), d = 
:ax(n-b, b-m), e=min(n+a- l,n+r-a), andf= [f(n-m-2)], the 
greatest integer to $(n - m - 2). 
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The sums have been arranged so that no two terms in the first two or 
last two double sums combine; unfortunately it does not seem possible to 
simplify them further. It is clear that this formula could easily be imple- 
mented on a computer (cf. [ 121). 
4. APPLICATION TO A = U(so(8))lJ 
Recall from the introduction that J is the Joseph ideal of U(so(8)), as 
defined in [7]. That paper shows that if A is given the natural filtration 
{A,} (induced from the standard filtration of U(eo(8)), then the associated 
graded algebra B = gr A is prime. Moreover, the n th graded piece B, = 
,4,/A,,-, is isomorphic as an 40(8, C)-module to C(n), the nth Cartan 
power of the adjoint representation. Our first task is to decompose the 
C(n) over H. The result is 
THEOREM 4.1. In the aboce notation, 
[(I.:2)nl n-2; 
C(n), z C 1. (i+ l).f-Z(i, n-j-i) 
j=O i=O 
in the Grothendieck group of H. 
Proof: We could prove this by decomposing C(n) over G by a standard 
branching law and then appealing to Theorem 3.4, but we will give a more 
direct argument which uses the algebra structure of A. We first show that 
the left side contains the right, by induction on n. This is readily checked 
for n = 1 and n = 2; assume that it holds for n = m - 1 and n = m. Note that 
the product of two nonzero highest weight vectors in B, and B, is a highest 
weight vector in B, + E for any b, c. Setting first b = m, c = 1, then b = m - 1, 
c = 2, we get that all terms in the right side appear in the left except 
possibly the one corresponding to (i, j) = (m + IO). To see that this last 
term appears in B, + , , let x, y be linearly independent highest weight vec- 
tors of weight p,. Any linear combination of x”‘+ ‘, xm>~, . . . . y”+ ’ factors as 
a product of m + 1 elements of B, , so is nonzero. Consequently H(m + 1,0) 
appears m + 2 times in C(m + 1 ), and the left side contains the right, as 
claimed. To show that equality holds, we need only check that the two 
sides have the same dimension. The dimension of C(n) is given by a poly- 
nomial of degree 9 in n; that of the right side is given by two such polyno- 
mials, one for odd n and one for even n. Hence we are reduced to checking 
that the dimensions of the two sides agree for ten odd and ten even values 
of n. This is easily done on a programmable calculator. 
Now that we know the H-types of each B, and their multiplicities, we 
want to see how these are distributed among the graded irreducible 
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constituents of A. Theorem 4.1 shows that the trivial H-type occurs only 
once in A, so it has an infinitesimal character as a CJ(h)-module. The 
infinitesimal character of A as a U(so(S))-bimodule is the sum of the 
fundamental weights corresponding to the three outer simple roots in the 
Dynkin diagram of so(S) [4, 71 and J is maximal, so it is not difficult to 
show that the h-infinitesimal character of A is a short root [4]. Since A 
and AS? have Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 10, the main result of [2] shows 
that Ker( C’(h) --+ A) is maximal and Im( V(h) + A) c AS’ has exactly three 
irreducible bimodules V,, V,, and k’,. These correspond l-1 to the three 
irreducible characters of S,, and [2] gives explicit character formulas for 
them; in particular, V, is just Im( U(h) + A). Using these formulas, it is not 
difficult to deduce the structure of A as a V,-bimodule with a commuting 
S,-action: 
where F, is the module corresponding to 71. Hence A satisfies an important 
conjecture stated in [l] and used in [lo]. 
Next, we observe that A’, the fixed points of A under a suitable trans- 
position r in S3, is the image Cr(g) of U(g) in A and has the bimodule 
decomposition V, @ V,. We can get at the structure of A more deeply by 
decomposing U(g) over G (and then over H). This is 
hOPOSITION 4.2. We haoe U(g)G 2 I.,,, G(2m, n, 0). 
Proof. Decomposing A over G by a classical branching law, we get 
C,,, G(m, n, 0). We have to decide which of these representation live in 
CT(g). Let u be a highest root vector for g, )I’ a highest weight vector for the 
7-dimensional G-complement to g in so( 8). We have t’, ~1 q! J since .I con- 
tains no element of degree 1, whence all L”‘%P $ J. Their images in A clearly 
span the space of highest weight vectors there, so we are reduced to 
deciding which of them lie in m. Clearly all c”’ do; suppose that wz does. 
Then all F’M:~ E U(g) and the left side will contain the right. If the contain- 
ment is proper, then cofinitely many of all L%+ lie in U(g), which is 
impossible. Thus we need only show that \r2 E cl(g). The weight of M:* is 2e, 
(with respect to the root system and choice of positive roots for g given 
above). If we can show that a submodule of U,(g) of this highest weight 
survives in A? then )c2 will indeed lie in U(g). There are submodules V,, r2 
of e2(g), Ii,(50(8)), complementary to U,(g). U,(so(8)), respectively, with 
V, c P,. Decomposing V2 over H, we do get a submodule S of highest 
weight 2e,, which we must show lives in the copy of C(2) inside P, (nota- 
tion Theorem 4.1). Decomposing 8, first over SO(~) and then over G, we 
see that the only other so(g)-module in which S could live has highest 
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weight 2e, (with respect o the standard root system and choice of positive 
roots for SO(~)). Now we construct a highest weight vector for S explicitly. 
Using the Chevalley basis {x,, h,} of g given in Section 1, it can be seen 
that ax c, + ej-xe, - cj + b-%, + e-*x,, - e2 + cxz, is such a vector for some choice of 
a, 6, c E @. Making use of the standard embedding of g in SO(~), we see that 
the eo(8)-submodule generated by this vector has a weight 2(e, +e,), 
whence S cannot live in M. The conclusion follows. 
Now we know the H-module structure of each level of U(g) as well as 
that of each level of A itself. Making judicious use of the character formulas 
of [2], induction, and the complete primality of A, we may deduce the 
following formulas. First, ((gr V,)n)H is given by 
H(O,n)+O*H(l,n-l)+H(2,n-2)+ ... +H(5,n-5) 
+2H(6,n-6)+ ... +k~H(n,0)+0~H(O,n-l)+O.H(1,n-2) 
+O.H(2,n-3)+H(3,n-4)+O.H(4,n-5)+ ... +I.H(n-2,1) 
+H(O,n-2)+0.H(l,n-3)+ ... +m.H(n-4,2)+ .‘., 
where the pattern of coefficients before the k is 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 
2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, . . . (this determines the value of k); the pattern on the 
second line is 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, . . . (this determines the 
value of I), and thereafter these patterns alternate. Note that the largest 
value of a such that H(a, b) occurs in a given line drops by 2 in each 
successive line. The above patterns aternate until forced to terminate by 
the “drop by 2” rule. 
Similarly, ((gr VS),,)” is given by 
o.H(O,n)+O~H(1,n-1)+0~H(2,n-2) 
+H(3,n-3)+ ... +k’.H(n,O)+H(O,n-l)+O.H(l,n-2) 
+H(2,n-3)+H(3,n-4)+ ... +r.Iqn-2> l)+ . ..) 
where the “drop by 2” rule is the same as above and the coefficient patterns 
in each line alternate exactly as above, except that the first line has the 
pattern 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, . . . . Finally, (gr VR)n)H is given by 
H(l,n-l)+H(2,n-2)+H(3,n-3)+2.H(4,n-4)+2-H(5,n-5)+ ... 
+[f(n+2)].H(n,O)+H(l,n-2)+H(l,n-2)+H(3,n-4) 
+2.H(4,n-5)+2.H(5,n-6)+ ... + [$I] H(n-2,0)+ .-., 
where the “drop by 2” rule is the same as above, but now the coefficient 
pattern in each line is 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, . . . (and each line starts out 
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with H( 1, a) rather than H(0, a)). The total multiplicity of a typical 
H(m, n) in (I’,), is given by 
[i(n + 2)] + (n + l,[@] + r(m: n). 
where 
i 
0 if m iseven 
r(m, n) = - C$+2)1 if mElmod 
[$I if m=3or5mod6. 
The total multiplicity of H(m, n) in (I’,), is the same as its multiplicity in 
( I’,), unless m and n are both even, in which case it is one less than the 
latter multiplicity. Finally, the total multiplicity of H(m, n) in (I’,), is 
[$(m + 2)](n + 1). The multiplicity of H(m, n) in A, is just (m + l)(n + 1). 
In particular, we see from the above formulas that the image U(g) of 
U(g) in A fills out half of the latter. Let J’ be the Joseph ideal of U(g). In 
[9] it is shown that, remarkably enough, the image of U(h) fills out all of 
U(g)/J’. This image is isomorphic as an H-module to the ring of regular 
functions on the simply connected 8-dimensional nilpotent orbit in h*, 
while the image of U(h) in A is isomorphic as an H-module to the ring of 
regular funtions on the lo-dimensional subregular nilpotent orbit in h*. A 
itself is isomorphic as an H-module to the regular functions on the univer- 
sal (sixfold) cover of this orbit. 
5. COMPLEMENTS 
In conclusion, we note that the approach to branching laws via the 
Bott-Borel-Weil theorem in Section 1 is applicable to the pair (C,, H,,) = 
(SL( 2n, @ ), Sp(2n, C)), as well as (Spin( 7, C ), G,), for any n. One need 
only let P,, be the parabolic subgroup of G, stabilizing any line L 
and Q, its intersection with H,. As above, a dimension count shows 
that G,/P,, z H,/Q,, so that the branching law for G, + H,, may 
be derived inductively from the law for G,,+ i + H,,- , , the trivial 
law for GL(2n - 1, C) + SL(2n- 1, C). and the classical law for 
SL(2n - 1, C) + G,- , . We omit the details because the resulting branching 
law is really no simpler or more explicit than the one in [S]. Moreover, 
preliminary calculations indicate that the only quotients of U(Lie G,) 
which are unipotent Dixmier algebras over U(Lie H,) are so small that a 
general branching law is unnecessary to determine their H,-type decom- 
positions. It s&ices to decompose Cartan powers of the adjoint representa- 
tion of G,,, and for this the ideas in the proof of Theorem 4.1 are quite 
adequate. 
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